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Abstrcrcr-In this paper we present a hybrid stereo matchhg

algorihm for short baseline stereo. With thic coarse-to-line
algorithm, the stereo matching is first guided by the 2D affine
transform and then completed using correlation based on the
intensity, and nonparanetrk transforms including the rank
transform and the census transform. With only three known or
detected refereace points in the stereo images, the 2D affine
transform can be recovered and used to model the stereo system
providing the approximate disparity information for any other
point. To deal with the perspective, a vote, which is based on the
correlation of the intensity and the nonparametric transform, is
canied out for precise stereo matching. Since it is guided by the
2D atFine transform and limited to small neighbor windows, the
stereo matching can be completed precisely. This stereo
matching algorithm is especially efficient in situations where
reference points are available and either the image scene is
nearly planar or the scene is sufficiently far away from the
cameras compared with the basefme. Experimental result0
proving the performance of our algorithm are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Stereo matching is a fundamental task for many
applications of computer vision. Although it has been studied
thoroughly, it is still an open problem.
This paper focuses on the stereo matching problem
given a short baseline, either calibrated or uncalibrated. First
we assume the conventional convergent stereo system
configuration, and the scene is nearly planar or the scene is
far away sufficiently from cameras compared with the
baseline. Under these assumptions,it is reasonable to use the
affine camera projection model to get rough disparity
information, which could be used to guide finer stereo
matching finished by the correlation of intensity and a
nonparametric transformation. Three matched feature points
are assumed detected or known, which could be used to
recover the affine model. All these points do not necessarily
have to appear on each pair of stereo images.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related work in stereo matching. In section 3, we
describe the relevant terminology such as the 2D affine
transform and the nonparametric transform. Our hybrid
stereo matching algorithm is detailed in section 4.
Experiments are carried out and results are also presented in
section 5. In section 6, we draw the conclusion and discuss
the application of this stereo matching algorithm.
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A. 2 0 AJine Tbansfonn

The affine camera model introduced by Mundy and
Zisserman[ IO] is described by the 3D-2D transformation

p=MP+t

(1)

where
P: point in three dimension space;
p: the image of P;
M an arbitrary 2x3 matrix;
1: a2-vector.
For stereo images, we have

p=MP+t

(2)

p' = M P i t '

(3)

from which we get

p'-t' = M L f + ( p - t )
Let

. .
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RELATEDWORK

The stereo matching problem can be broken into several
categories: calibrated and uncalibrated, short baseline and
wide baseline, image stereo matching and feature stereo
matching.
Calibrated systems usually simplify stereo matching
because corresponding points can be found on the known
epipolar line or a band. A lot ofresearch has been devoted on
this subject [1][2]. With feature stereo matching, many
invariants can be used. In [3], Gouet used first order
differential rotation invariants to do the stereo feature
matching with a relaxation technique. A scale invariant
feature transformation method is described in [4]. Baumberg
describes affine texture invariant with detected features. The
feature matching process is optimized, ignoring unreliable
matches at the expenseof reducing the number of the feature
matches in IS]. R. Deriche tried to recover the epipolar
geometry with detected features for the stereo matching [6].
In [7],Ebroul IzquierdoM. used a global to local hierarchical
matching procedure, which joined motion and disparity
estimation. Dynamic programming methods are extensively
reported in [8][9]. Most of these approaches have a high
computational complexity.

(4)

MIM' = U

(5)

Combing Eq.(4) and Eq.(5) yields

p'- t' = U ( p- t )

(6)

which results in

p' = u p + t o

(7)

to = -ut + t'

(8)

where

The nonparametric transformation is invariant to certain
types of image distortion and noise, resulting in improved
performance near object boundaries.
1. Rank Tran.$ormation

Eq.(7) can be rewritten as

This is the 2D earameter affine transform. In [I 11, it
was used to model both motion and disparity information
describing the warping transformation between a h e and
sprite image. This model is efficient i situations where
either the scene is sufficient far from the camera or the
stxucture of the imaged scene is approximately planar.
However, perspective still exists especially when the system
configuration does not satisfy the above assumption. In our
algorithm, we only use this 2D affine transform for coarse
stereo matching to guide the tine stereo matching, which will
be detailed later.
B. Nonparametric Thansformation
The nonparametric transformation has been proposed
for the stereo matching problem as the basis for correlation
[12]. It does not depend on the intensity values, but on the
comparison of the intensity of the center pixel to that of the
neighborhood. Defining

where
N(L,L): comparison of intensities of pixels L and L' ;

L: one pixel;
I(L): intensity of pixel L;
L': pixel in the neighbor areaA(L) ofL with the diameter o f d

around.

stereo images

then we get the nonparametric transformation of pixel L,
which is the ordered sequence

The rank transformationis a nonparametric measure of
the local intensity. Its reliability was well studied in 1131. The
rank transformation of any pixel is the number of pixels
whose intensity is less than that of the center pixel in the
local area.

R(L) =

N(L, L')

(12)

LkA(L)

where
R(L): the rank transformation of the pixel L;
Obviously R(L) is not an intensity at all, but an integer.

2.

Census Transformation

The census transformation is a nonparametric smcture
of the intensities of pixels around the center pixel. It maps
them into a bit string.

where Q means concatenation.
The census transformation shows the distribution of the
intensity in the neighborhood of the central pixel.

IV. ALGORITHM
The block diagram of this algorithm for short baseline
stereo matching is illustrated in Fig. 1. With only three
known or detected reference points in the stereo images, the
2D affine transform can be recovered. Then it is used to
model the stereo system and provide the approximate
disparity information for any other point. To deal with weak
perspective, the correlation and the nonparametric
transformation are used to vote for the precise stereo
matching. Since they are guided by the 2D affine transform
and limited to small neighbor windows, the stereo matching

feature detection

2D aftinernodel
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I

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed stereo matching algorithm
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can be completed precisely,
A.

CoarseStereo Matdaing with the 2 0 Aflne Transform
From the 2D affine model, we get Eq.(9) in section 3.1,
which can be rewritten as

[;]=I
:;I[;]
0 0 1 1

where

p = b Y j , image of point P in the first stereo image;
P 8 = [X'

y'j , image of point P in the second stereo

image;

U=["
d

"1.

B. Fine Stereo Matching Finhhed by the Correlationand
the Notparame&ic Transsformation

e '

t,=E fj;
With three reference points across the stereo images, PI,

P2 and 9,
Eq. (14) can be rewritten as

pixel in the
edgeimage

*

recovered affine

Fig. 2

(15)

where

x I y * l o 0

0
0 0 O X , yI 1
x 2 y 2 1 0 0 0
F=
0 0 o x , y, 1
x 3 y 3 1 0 0 0

z =E:

Y8,

0
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Block diagram of the fine stereo matching by the nonparametric transform

FG=Z

0

The block diagram of the fine stereo matching is shown
in Fig.2. After performing the coarse stereo matching using
the 2D affine transform described in section 4.1, we perform
fine stereo matching with nonparametric transformation
followed by correlation around every rough matched pixel
within a small window, which makes the stereo matching
more precise.

position of
'rough
matched pixel

FtJ

0

Yi): image of Pi in the second stereo image;
The six unknowns, a, b, c, d, e, andf; can be determined.
Therefore, the 2D affine transform can be recovered. The
three corresponding reference points can be obtained by
feature detection described in [6][7][12][13]. They can also
be given as the knowledge in some systems where the
cameras are static. These three reference points are not
necessary to appear on each pair of stereo images.
Since these six parameters only depend on the stereo
system configuration and remain the same for all the pixels
across the stereo images, for any pixel in the first stereo
image, we can get the position of the couespondingpixel in
the second stereo image with Eq.( 14). However, because no
perspective is considered in the affine camera model, stereo
matching obtained only by this 2D affine model is not precise.
Even with the assumption described previously, with this
algorithm we can only get the coarse stereo matching.
(Xi,

Y3

1.

Y jj

(Xi,Yi): image of Pi in the first stereo image;

The fine stereo matching is illustrated in Fig. 3 where p
is any pixel in the first image of the stereo images. After the
2D affine transformation we can get its rough matched pixel
p,' in the second stereo image. With the assumption of the
stereo system mentioned before, the exactly matched pixelp'
should be within a small neighbor window around p i , which
we call the search window. Then the correlation based on the
result of the nonparametric transformation and intensity is
performed within the search window, and the precisely
matched pixel p' can be obtained. To compare the similarity
of the census transformed images, the correlation should be
based on the Hamming distance, which means the number of
bits that differ between the two bit strings.
Generally the size of the search window depends on the
degree of similarity between the physical stereo system and
the affine camera model. If the stereo system is calibrated,
the fine stereo matching can also be performed along a band
inside the search window m the same direction as the
epipolar line shown in Fig. 3, leading to a smaller search
scope than the search window.
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V.

~ERIMENTS

The performance of the algorithm, which is for stereo
matching with short baselines described in section 3 and 4, is
shown by stereo matching with real images named as
STATIONERY. They are a set of real images, where the
distance between the scene and cameras is about 2 mters
and the baseline between the cameras is about 0.25 meters,
which is a short baseline compared to the distance between
the scene and cameras. The scene is also somewhat planar
and the resolution of images is 640x480 pixels.
In our example, we perform the stereo matching from
left to right using the binarized edge images. We use the
binarized edge images because they enhance the highly
textured area and retain most of the information.
The original gray stereo images are showed in Fig.4 (a)
and (b). Fig .4 (c) is the transfbrmed left gray image based on
the recovered 2D affine transform. In Fig.4 (c) there are some
blank areas because some points are only visible in the right
image and no matched pixels exist in the left image. Some
discontinuity exists because of the calculation. The
transfbrmed binarized edge image of the left stereo image
with the 2D affine transform is compared to the binarized
edge image of the right image, and the result is shown as
Fig.4 (d). Mainly because of the perspective there is little but
obvious difference between them. Therefore only rough
stereo matching can be obtained using the 2D affine
transformation and fine stereo matching is required. Fig.4 (e)
is the matched image, which is first guided by the 2D affme
model and finished by the correlation based on the intensity
and the nonparametric transform. The comparison between
the matched image and the binarized edge image of the right
image is shown in Fig.4 (f). We can see that they overlap
almost perfectly, demonstrating good stereo matching.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new algorithm for stereo matching witha
short baseline is presented. The stereo matching is first
guided by the 2D affine transform, and then fmished using
correlation based on the intensity and the nonparametric
transform.
With only three given or detected reference points, the
2D affine transform can be recovered. C o m e stereo
matching can be performed and a rough matched image can
be obtained. The nonparametric transformation and
correlation can refine the stereo matching within a search
window around the rough matched position. This stereo
matching algorithm is not a general approach. However, it
works well especially in the situation where either the
structure of the scene is planar or the scene is far enough
from cameras. Experiments show that good quality stereo
matching can be obtained.

